
Abstract 
Background/Objectives: This study was conducted to identify the trends related to the patents for ‘radiation anti-oxidation 
technology’, and to perform technological forecasting for that technology using statistical methods and data mining 
techniques. Methods/Statistical Analysis: The extraction of patents for analysis was carried out using a website KIPRIS. 
Documents including the words ‘irradiation’ and ‘anti-oxidation’ were searched for to target patents registered between 
January 1999 and January 2015. Finally, a total of 512 patent documents were selected as analysis objects through an 
editing process. Findings: Key finds are as follows. First, most of the top 10 patents are related to cosmetic development, 
drug development and food processing. Second, in terms of the degree of support, the degree is high when a technology of 
A61Q 19/08 is first developed and then a technology of A61K 8/97 is developed. Third, in the top association rules identified 
using 491 IPC codes included in 512 RFT-related patent documents, the technologies of “proliferation of flowering plants 
using tissue culture technology” are developed. Application/Improvements: The findings of this study are significant as 
they have derived basic data for technological forecasting by identifying specific information about core technology factors 
included in each patent for radiation anti-oxidation technology. 
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1. Introduction
Radiation is one of the myriad elements and constituents 
that makes up the natural world, like water and air, and 
it exists everywhere in the world. Human beings make 
radiation artificially and use radiation in a wide range of 
areas such as the diagnosis and treatment of diseases, to 
improve the quality of farm produce, for disinfection and 
sterilization purposes, food preservation, and the non 
destructive testing of industrial products. Recently, as the 
applications of radiation have expanded, RFT is being 
actively used in combination with other academic areas. 

RFT, which is a cutting-edge radiation fusion technol-
ogy that involves the fusion of radiation with IT, BT, NT 
and ET, creates new added value by developing radioactive 
new medicine or radiation healthcare technologies and 
eco-friendly radiation fusion technologies. In particular, 

the development of new and high value-added bio-prod-
ucts using the convergence of radiation technology with 
BT and the development of medical and industrial tech-
nologies using bio-material production technology and 
radiation genomics are emerging as a core technology of 
the 21st century bio-tech industry. Thus, as RFT becomes 
more and more important, it is very meaningful to fore-
cast new technologies by systematically analyzing the 
growing amount of relevant information. 

The existing methods of technological forecasting are 
classified into two main categories1. The first is a quali-
tative analysis method such as the tree method2 and the 
Delphi method3 that identifies technology trends through 
the meeting and coordination of views among experts. 
The second is a quantitative analysis method such as 
trend analysis4 and patent analysis5-7. Among these, patent  
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website Korea Intellectual Property Information Service 
(KIPRIS) (http://kipris.or.kr). Documents including the 
words ‘irradiation’ and ‘anti-oxidation’ were searched for 
to target patents registered between January 1999 and 
January 2015. Finally, a total of 512 patent documents 
were selected as analysis objects through an editing pro-
cess. KIPRIS is a domestic patent search web site, which 
enables the free searching of information through the 
data-basing of the information on industrial property 
right (e.g. rights of trademark, utility, design and patent) 
by Korea Institute of Patent Information.

2.2 Research Problem
This study intends to conduct an analysis on the following 
specific contents, using 512 patents selected as analysis 
objects. 

First, this study intends to conduct patent analysis 
using the overall structure of IPC code ranging from sec-
tions to sub-groups in the preprocessing of IPC code. 
Accordingly, the data matrix of patent-IPC code is cre-
ated through the preprocessing of the preceding patents 
used by each patent up to the sub-groups of IPC code. 
Also, a data matrix of patent-words is created through the 
preprocessing of English titles of patents.

Second, the trends related to patent registration and 
IPC code is first reviewed using patent documents and 
the preprocessed data matrix of patent-IPC code.

Third, patent documents is clustered using the data 
matrix of patent-words.

Fourth, patents with high degrees of support, confi-
dence and lift is identified and technological forecasting is 
made through technology association analysis conducted 
using association rule mining.

2.3 Analysis Tool
R 3.1.2 was used in the processes of preprocessing and 
data mining for analysis including the arrangement of 
collected data10,11.

2.4 Preprocessing
Some patent documents should be preprocessed before 
analyzing the patents for irradiation and anti-oxidation 
technologies using the 512 patent documents selected as 
analysis objects.

First, to analyze key words, it is necessary to create the 
data matrix of patent-words which is patent data struc-
tured from the 512 patent documents collected to analyze 

analysis is an approach for deriving  information useful 
for a specific technology by collecting and analyzing pat-
ent documents including the results of the development 
of the technology and to effectively carry out techno-
logical forecasting using the results of the patent analysis. 
Specific methods of patent analysis include a method 
based on descriptive statistics such as frequency analysis, 
citation analysis and visualization and a method based on 
inductive statistics such as time series analysis, regression 
analysis and Bayesian network model. Studies are recently 
being conducted on the processes of developing new tech-
nologies to develop new products through the application 
of principal component analysis and text mining tech-
niques to keyword data included in patent documents8. 

As today’s development of scientific technique and 
information technology has brought about changes in 
economic paradigms such as the shift of social and eco-
nomic business areas from the industrial economy to the 
knowledge-based economy, new value creation through 
continuous innovation based on technological forecasting, 
the strengthening of core competence, the development 
of core technologies, and technological convergence is 
becoming more important9. 

In a move to apply this current trend to the field of 
radiation, this study intends to identify the trends related 
to the patents for ‘radiation anti-oxidation technology’, 
which is a type of RTF, and to perform technological 
forecasting accordingly. To this end, this study intends 
to collect the related patent documents and to conduct 
association rule mining and social network analysis using 
statistical methods such as principal component analysis 
and cluster analysis, and the text mining technique that is 
among data mining techniques. Further, this study intends 
to identify specific information about core technology fac-
tors included in each patent for radiation anti-oxidation 
technology and also to identify the relationships among 
technologies, central technologies and patents thereof. 
Accordingly, it is thought that the findings of this study 
can be used as basic data for technological forecasting. 

2. Research Method

2.1 Data Collection
This study was conducted to analyze domestic patents 
among patents related to anti-oxidation technology 
included within fusion technologies using radiation. The 
extraction of patents for analysis was carried out using an 
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patent registrations related to RTF over the last 20 years 
and the number of IPC codes. In the case of domestic 
patent registrations related to anti-oxidation technology 
among fusion technologies using radiation, the first patent 
was filed for in 1996. The number of patent registrations 
began to increase in early 2000 and continued on a steady 
upward trend until 2010 (71 patent registrations), while 
it began to decrease in 2011 (66 patent registrations) and 
was the lowest with only one in 2014. Patent-IPC code 
matrix created through preprocessing shows that the 
number of IPC codes by year was larger with 219 in 2011, 
216 in 2010 and 188 in 2012 than the number of patent 
registrations. 

3.2  Clustering Technologies using  
Keyword Analysis 

This study intends to cluster the patents for radiation 
anti-oxidation technologies using a keyword analysis. 
Specifically, this study intends to cluster patents using 
the data matrix of patent-words created through the pre-
processing of 512 patent documents collected to analyze 
the patents for radiation anti-oxidation technologies. The 
data matrix of patent-words concerning the patents for 
radiation anti-oxidation technologies consists of 512 rows 
and 1,540 columns. Each row of a created data matrix of 
patent-words indicates the patents for radiation anti-oxi-
dation technologies and each column indicates extracted 
words. The elements of the data matrix of patent-words 
indicate the frequency of words represented in each pat-
ent, and the number of words represented more than once 
in 512 patents is 1,540.

A word cloud is a good tool to easily identify the 
important contents of patent documents visually by repre-
sentative words with a high frequency among 1,540 words 

the patents for radiation anti-oxidation  technology in 
the first place. In this case, text mining techniques can 
be used as a preprocessing tool which can extract data 
from patent documents or convert patent documents into 
data so that patent documents can be applied to exist-
ing statistical analysis techniques. So, the data matrix 
of patent-words was created through the preprocessing 
of patent titles, which are the titles of inventions, from 
512 patent documents collected for patent analysis using 
text mining techniques. Patent titles exist in the form of 
“Korean title (English title)” and Korean titles make it dif-
ficult to extract key words. Thus, key words were extracted 
from patent documents based on English titles. Each row 
of a created data matrix of patent-words indicates the pat-
ents for radiation anti-oxidation technologies and each 
column indicates extracted words. The data matrix of 
patent-words about the patents for radiation anti-oxida-
tion technologies consists of 512 rows and 1,540 columns. 
The elements of the data matrix of patent-words indicate 
the frequency of words represented in each patent, and 
the number of words represented more than once in 512 
patents is 1,540.

Second, this study intends to conduct patent analy-
sis using a complete classification sign that represents 
the overall structure of IPC codes ranging from sec-
tions to sub-groups in the preprocessing of IPC codes. 
Accordingly, the data matrix of patent-IPC code was 
created through the preprocessing of the preceding pat-
ents used by each patent up to the sub-groups of IPC 
codes. Each row of a created data matrix of patent-IPC 
code indicates technology patents and each column indi-
cates extracted IPC codes. The data matrix of patent-IPC 
code about the patents for radiation anti-oxidation tech-
nologies consists of 512 rows and 491(57) columns. The 
elements of the data matrix of patent-IPC code indicate 
the frequency of IPC codes represented in each patent, 
and the number of words represented more than once in 
512 patents is 491(57).

3. Analysis Result

3.1 The Registration of RFT (Irradiation 
and Anti-Oxidation Technology) Patent and 
the Trend of IPC code
This study was conducted to analyze domestic analysis 
data about anti-oxidation among fusion technologies 
using radiation. Figure 1 shows the number of domestic 

Figure 1. Number of patent registration and IPC code of 
irradiation and anti-oxidation technology.
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retained principal components is 331. The data matrix 
of patent-principal component scores was created using 
these principal components.

k-medoid clustering method, which is a non-hier-
archical clustering method, was used as a method of 
clustering for patent analysis. To carry out k-medoid clus-
tering, it is necessary to determine the optimal number of 
clusters of the data matrix of patent-principal component 
scores in the first place. Reference12 proposed a silhouette 
statistic quantity to evaluate clusters and to determine the 
optimal number of clusters. Reference13  proposed that 
a value to maximize the average silhouette width for the 
total data sets should be selected in determining the opti-
mal number of clusters.

Accordingly, Figure 3 shows the results of calculating 
the average silhouette width along with the changes in 
the number of clusters (k = 2, 3, ... , 12) to determine the 
optimal number of clusters when k-medoid clustering is 
carried out using the data matrix of patent-principal com-
ponent scores. As shown in Figure 3, when k, the number 
of clusters, was 2, the average silhouette width was the 
largest with 0.05. Therefore, the optimal number of clus-
ters was determined as 2.

To cluster 512 patents as analysis objects, cluster 
analysis was conducted using a k-medoid algorithm and 
the data matrix of patent-principal component scores14. 

used in patent documents. Figure 2 is a word cloud where 
words included in English titles of patent documents are 
visually represented.

The top 10 high frequency words used in the patent 
titles of RFT-related patent documents include compo-
sition, method, comprising, extract, thereof, containing, 
using, ginseng, preventing and pharmaceutical. RFT is 
chiefly used to develop the method of synthesizing prod-
ucts with medicine ingredients extracted from health 
foods such as ginseng. 

Meanwhile, as the data matrix of patent-words has a 
great many words against the number of patents, a num-
ber of elements of the data matrix have a value of 0, which 
raises the problem of sparsity. In this case, it can cause 
many problems in directly using the data matrix of pat-
ent-words for statistical analysis. To solve these problems, 
a principal component analysis was conducted on the 
data matrix of patent-words, which was converted into 
the data matrix of patent-principal component scores 
along with dimension reduction. According to the results 
of the principal component analysis on the data matrix 
of patent-words, 331 principal components account for 
more than 95% of the total variations and the number of 

Figure 3. Average silhouette width.

Table 1. Cluster of RFT patents and patented 
technologies

Cluster
The Number 

of Patents
Percent-age

Top 10 Key 
words

Definition of 
Technology

1 324 63.3

method, using, 
ginseng, thereof, 
extract, use, red, 
manufacturing, 
compositions, 

containing

Technology 
about the 
method of 
extracting 

specific 
substances from 
ginseng, etc and 

of manufacturing 
synthetic 

material using 
those substances

2 188 36.7

composition, 
comprising, 

extract, 
containing, 
preventing, 

pharmaceutical, 
treating, active, 

method, 
ingredient

Technology 
about the activity 

or method of 
synthesizing 

materials with 
extracted 
medicine 

ingredients

Figure 2. Word cloud of english titles of patent 
documents.
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Also, number of clusters was determined as 2. As a result 
of cluster analysis, 324 and 188 patents were allotted to 
cluster 1 and 2 respectively. Table 1 shows the results of 
defining each cluster using the top 10 key words extracted 
from patents pertaining to each cluster. 

3.3 Technology Association Analysis
IPC codes were preprocessed up to sub-groups using 512 
patent documents extracted for an analysis of RTF pat-
ents. Consequently, the data matrix of patent-IPC code 
was created with 512 rows and 491 columns, and a set of 
transaction data was created to be finally used. A total of 
491 mutually different IPC codes included in the 512 pat-
ent documents become the components of a set of items 
for association rule mining. Table 2 shows the distribution 
of the number of IPC codes of each patent document: for 
the number of IPC codes per patent document, 77 cases 
on smallest size, 1 and 1 case on largest size 6; size 3 or 4 of 
IPC codes were concentrated in about 59% of the 512 pat-
ent documents, and their median was 3 and their mean 
was 2.734. It was found that 3 technologies were largely 
used in each patent document.

Figure 4 shows the top 10 high frequency IPC codes 
among 491 IPC codes included in patent documents. 

Table 2. Distribution of the number of IPC codes of 
each patent document
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
The number 
of IPC 
codes

77 134 151 149 0 1 512

Figure 4. Top 10 high frequency IPC codes in RFT-related 
patents.

Table 3. Technologies of top 10 IPC code
IPC code Frequency Technology

A61K 8/97 65
Emersion of cosmetics or quasi-

cosmetics derived from herbs 
(e.g. herbal extracts)

A61P 35/00 65 Antineoplastic agents

C12Q 1/68 33
Measurement or test methods 

using enzymes or microbes 
containing nucleic acids

A23L 1/29 32
Nutritional improvement of food: 
manufacturing and treatment of 

dietary food and groceries

A23L 1/30 30
Manufacturing and processing 

of food and groceries containing 
additives

A61Q 19/00 28 Skin care agents

A61Q 19/08 28 Antioxidant agents of Skin care 
agents

A61P 17/00 27 Dermatology drugs

A23L 1/212 25
Processing of beans for food 
production and processing of 

fruits or vegetables

A61K 36/258 22

Manufacturing of drugs with 
unknown structure containing 
ingredients derived from genus 

panax

Table 4. Top association rules using the degree of 
support

X→Y rank support confidence lift
A61Q 19/08→A61K 8/97
A61K 8/97 →A61Q 19/08 1 0.0508 0.9286

0.4000 7.3143

A61Q 19/00→A61K 8/97
A61K 8/97 →A61Q 19/00 2 0.0469 0.8571

0.3692 6.7516

G01N 33/574→C12Q 1/68
C12Q 1/68 →G01N 33/574 3 0.0293 0.8824

0.4545 13.6898

According to RFT-related patent documents, A61K 8/97 
and A61P 35/00 are the fields of technologies that have 
been developed the most until now, followed by C12Q 
1/68, A23L 1/29 and A23L 1/30. Table 3 defines the 
technologies pertaining to the top 10 IPC codes in the 
IPC 2015 version of Korean Intellectual Property Office 
(KIPO). 

It can be seen that the technologies used the most in 
RFT are the technologies for “emersion of cosmetics or 
quasi-cosmetics derived from herbs (e.g. herbal extracts) 
(A61K 8/97)” and “antineoplastic agents (A61P 35/00).” 
This study used the APRIORI algorithm as an algo-
rithm for association rule mining (Agrawal and Srikant, 
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1994). The number of association rules with the degree 
of  support more than 0.01 and the degree of confidence 
more than 0.1 were 53. Among these association rules, 
the top 3 association rules based on the degree of support 
are shown in Table 4.

Although the degree of support of A61Q 19/08→A61K 
8/97 is the same as that of A61K 8/97 →A61Q 19/08, the 
former is far larger in the degree of confidence than the 
latter. Therefore, the first significant technologies have a 
large degree of confidence when a technology of A61Q 
19/08 is first developed and then a technology of A61K 
8/97 is developed. The second significant technologies are 
related to A61Q 19/00 and A61K 8/97. The third signifi-
cant technologies are related to G01N 33/574 and C12Q 
1/68. Table 5 shows the top 3 association rules based on 
the degree of confidence.

As shown in Table 5, all the degrees of confidence of 
the 3 association rules have a value of 1. If a technology of 
C12N 15/82 is developed, a technology of A01H 5/00 is 
necessarily developed, and if a technology of A61Q 7/00 
is developed, a technology of A61K 8/97 is necessarily 
developed. However, although the degree of confidence 
between two technologies is 1, the degree of support is 
very low. Consequently, these technologies are likely to be 
vacant technologies, which are technologies that are not 
properly researched or developed. 

As shown in Table 6, the first two association rules have a very 
large value at 51.2 in the degree of lift. If a technology of C12N 
15/82 is developed in RFT, a technology of A01H 5/00 
is necessarily developed, and if a technology of A01H 
5/00 is developed, the probability that a technology of 
C12N 15/82 being developed is about 70%. In the second 
association rule, if technologies of C12Q 1/68 and G01N 
33/68 are developed, the probability that a technology of 
G01N 33/574 being developed is about 75%. In the third 
association rule, if technologies of C12Q 1/68 and G01N 
33/574 are developed, the probability that a technology 
of G01N 33/68 is developed is about 60%. However, the 
degrees of support are very low, which means that these 
technologies are not actively developed in RFT.

Table 7 shows the top association rules identified 
using 491 IPC codes included in 512 RFT-related patent 
documents. According to Table 7, if the technologies of 
“separation, production and purification related to plant 
cells” are developed, the technologies of “proliferation 
of flowering plants using tissue culture technology” are 
developed, and also other association rules are identified 
for RFT.

Table 5. Top association rules using the degree of 
confidence

X→Y rank confidence support lift
C12N 15/82→A01H 5/00 1 1 0.0137 51.2000
A61Q 7/00 →A61K 8/97 2 1 0.0176 7.8769
C12N 15/11→C12Q 1/68 3 1 0.0156 15.5152

Table 6. Top association rules using the degree of lift
X→Y rank support confidence lift
C12N 15/82→A01H 5/00
A01H 5/00 →C12N 15/82 1 0.0137 1.0000

0.7000 51.2000

{C12Q 1/68,G01N 
33/68}→G01N 33/574 2 0.0176 0.7500 22.5882

{C12Q 1/68,G01N 
33/574}→G01N 33/68 3 0.0176 0.6000 19.2000

Table 7. Top association rules of RFT and detailed 
technologies thereof

Association rule IPC codes and technologies

C12N 15/82→A01H 
5/00

A01H 5/00 →C12N 
15/82

C12N 15/82
Separation, production 
and purification related 

to plant cells

A01H 5/00

Proliferation of 
flowering plants 

using tissue culture 
technology

{C12Q 1/68,G01N 
33/68}→G01N 

33/574
{C12Q 1/68,G01N 

33/574}→G01N 
33/68

C12Q 1/68

Methods of sampling, or 
inoculating or spreading 

a sample involving 
nucleic acids

G01N 33/68
Immunoelectrophoresis 

involving proteins, 
peptides or amino acids

G01N 33/574 Immunoelectrophoresis 
for cancer

4. Conclusion
This study was conducted to analyze the patents for 
radiation-related fusion technologies that are recently 
becoming more significant, using statistical methods 
and data mining techniques. RFT, which is a technology of 
fusing radiation with information technology, biotechnology, nan-
otechnology and environmental technology, creates new added 
value by developing radioactive new drugs or radiation 
healthcare technologies and eco-friendly radiation fusion 
technologies. In particular, the development of new and 
high value-added bio-products using the fusion of radia-
tion technology with biotechnology and the development 
of medical and industrial technologies using bio-mate-
rial production technology and radiation genomics are 
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emerging as a key technology of the 21st century bio-tech 
industry. Thus, as RFT becomes more and more impor-
tant, it is very meaningful to forecast new technologies by 
systematically analyzing the relevant patent information. 

The findings of this study are summarized as follows: 
First, most of the top 10 patents are related to cosmetic 

development, drug development and food processing. In 
other words, the technologies used the most in RFT are 
technologies for “emersion of cosmetics or quasi-cosmet-
ics derived from herbs (e.g. herbal extracts) (A61K 8/97)” 
and “antineoplastic agents (A61P 35/00).”

Second, in terms of the degree of support, the degree is 
high when a technology of A61Q 19/08 is first developed 
and then a technology of A61K 8/97 is developed. The 
second technology is related to A61Q 19/00 and A61K 
8/97 and the third technology is related to G01N 33/574 
and C12Q 1/68.

Third, in the top association rules identified using 
491 IPC codes included in 512 RFT-related patent docu-
ments, if the technologies of “separation, production and 
purification related to plant cells” are developed, the tech-
nologies of “proliferation of flowering plants using tissue 
culture technology” are developed. 

The findings of this study have some limitations 
because this study targeted only the patents registered in 
the korean intellectual property office. However, the find-
ings of this study are significant as they have derived basic 
data for technological forecasting by identifying specific 
information about core technology factors included in 
each patent for radiation anti-oxidation technology and 
also the relationships among technologies, central tech-
nologies and patents thereof. Accordingly, it is thought 
that the findings of this study can be used as basic data for 
technological forecasting.
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